
Project Spotlight   

Here is a “hands-on” project that any educator, shooting sports/hunting education instructor 

might use.  This can certainly be done cheap if you buy the materials during off seasons. 

“Rattling” is used in hunting and in research to attract mature whitetail bucks.  In this case, the 

dowels rubbed vigorously back and forth between the hands simulates the clashing, clanking of 

deer antlers.  The “fighting” sounds attract curious does and defensive bucks.  It’s like a version 

of duck call. 

Rattling Bags for Hunters 
By Michael Myers 

Materials:   Camouflage cloth (1/2 yard, 44/45” fabric makes 5 bags)  

   Wood Dowels-round/square 

   Sewing machine   

   Elastic or string     

   Kids and/or adults 

Instructions: 
1)  Pre-cut and sew all the bags for the kids.  

 --Bag is pre-cut 7-8 inches wide by 16 inches long. 

2)  Fold material with a 3 inch flap extending over the top and sew material together when it is 

inside out to make a bag.  (Inside out makes the seams on the inside) 

3)  Using string--approx 4”each..sew two pieces of string for tying on each side of the flap.   

elastic--approx 4”…sew both ends  together in the middle of the flap or on side. 

4)  Pre-cut the dowels to about 4-6 inches…depending on how many you want to get per 

dowel. 

5)  Have the bags and dowels ready for the kids, when they arrive.   

6)  Kids have to count the dowels out 5-6…your pre-determined number!  They can always buy 

their own, if they want more!!! 

7)  Kids flatten some of the dowels sides up by sanding them on heavy grit sandpaper. 

8)  Insert them into the bags and put the 3 inches of flap over the hole and tie shut/elastic 

around. 

9)  Demonstrate how to utilize the bag and explain why in a good age structured deer herd, the 

bag  will work better…but NOT a 100% of the time though!!            

  

 
      

         

Dowel size…can vary size,  

to help rattling. 

16” x 7-8” 
Folded in half with 3” flap and sew 

String or elastic 

    attached 


